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Not everyone can remain interesting, witty, fascinating, knowledgeable and both literary and easy for 1000 pages. To do this you need Karen McNeil.... If you want to be (or sound) wine-savvy on a global scale, this book is a must. - Pasta magazine Masterpiece wine writing. Karen MacNeil took her three decades worth
of experience and distilled it into a wonderfully accessible, fun, and educational book. This is the best wine book written for years and will remain a classic forever. - Kevin Zrali, author of Windows on the World Complete Wine Course the most informative and entertaining book I've ever seen on the subject. - Danny
Mayer, CEO, Union Square Hospitality Group Astounding. - Thomas Keller, chef and owner of French Laundry and Per Se ... A rare 995-page guide to hit all the high notes, offer a balanced look at the history, creation, and current state of wine - and keep it alive - Eater MacNeil's writing style is engaging and
conversational, and if you want to know anything about the fault of her book is the place to start - Forbes.com... Grab a copy, open it, and start on a random page. There will be something worth enjoying. - Travel and Lesiure.com When Ms. MacNeil charts the rising levels of tannin in red wine grapes, she compares Clint
Eastwood's gritty material to five hours of shade. The body of this Bible is a country-by-country march through winedom, offering lively regional history, sketches of famous personalities, and tips on the best local wines and products to match with them. - The Wall Street Journal America's most famous book on wine. -
Napa Sonoma Magazine One of the leading wine experts in the United States, Karen McNeil is the only American who has won all the major wine awards given in English. In a full-page profile on it, TIME magazine named Karen the Missionary of Grape America. Karen is the author of the award-winning book, WINE
BIBLE, one best-selling wine book in the United States, with more than one million copies sold. She is the creator and editor of WineSpeed, the top digital newsletter in wine in the United States. Known for her passion and unique style, she conducts seminars and presentations for corporate clients around the world. A
former wine correspondent for The Today Show on NBC, Karen was also the host of the PBS series Wine, Food and Friends with Karen McNeil, for which she won an Emmy. And finally, Karen is the creator and honorary chairman of the Rudd Center for Professional Wine Research at the Culinary Institute of America,
which has been named Harvard Wine Education. More information is available on www.karenmacneil.com. Editorial Reviews Publisher Summary Not everyone can remain interesting, witty, fascinating, knowledgeable and both literary and easy for 1000 pages. To do this you need Karen McNeil.... If you want to be (or
sound) wine-savvy in scale, this book is a must. - Pasta magazine Masterpiece wine writing. Form. MacNeil took her three decades worth of experience and distilled it into a wonderfully accessible, fun, and educational book. This is the best wine book written for years and will remain a classic forever. - Kevin Zrali, author
of Windows on the World Complete Wine Course the most informative and entertaining book I've ever seen on the subject. - Danny Mayer, CEO, Union Square Hospitality Group Astounding. - Thomas Keller, chef and owner of French Laundry and Per Se ... A rare 995-page guide to hit all the high notes, offer a balanced
look at the history, creation, and current state of wine - and keep it alive - Eater MacNeil's writing style is engaging and conversational, and if you want to know anything about the fault of her book is the place to start - Forbes.com... Grab a copy, open it, and start on a random page. There will be something worth
enjoying. - Travel and Lesiure.com When Ms. MacNeil charts the rising levels of tannin in red wine grapes, she compares Clint Eastwood's gritty material to five hours of shade. The body of this Bible is a country-by-country march through winedom, offering lively regional history, sketches of famous personalities, and tips
on the best local wines and products to match with them. - The Wall Street Journal America's most famous book on wine. - Napa Sonoma magazine Read more... Feedback provided by users, add a review and share your thoughts with other readers. Be the first. Add a review and share your thoughts with other readers.
Be the first. INTERVIEWER WHY WINE MATTERS For ten years it took to write the first edition of the Wine Bible and four years it took to write this second edition, I often asked myself why wine matters. What is it about the guilt that I hold so deeply? What is this endless attachment? I always knew it wasn't. It's not
about scoring or competitive analysis, though, like any wine pro, I'm playing for the next blind tasting. And it's not about having to retell what I've learned, even though I can sleep for hours thinking about how to capture wine in words. Maybe it is: I love wine because it is one of the last true things. In a world digitized for
distraction, a world where you can't get out of your pajamas without your mobile phone, wine remains completely primal. Irrefutable. The quiet music of nature. For eight thousand years, the vines that squeezed the earth snuggling up to the sun and giving us juicy berries, and eventually wine. In every sip taken in the
present, we drink in the past - the moment in time when these berries were collected; moment is gone, but repulsed -- and so vivid that our connection to nature is welded deep. Wine matters because of this inevieable connection. Wine and food cradle us in our own communal humanity. Anthropologically, these are the
pleasures that have carried life forward and supported us through dark days of our own evolution. Drinking wine then -- as small as this action might seem -- is it grounding and transformative. It reminds us of other things that matter, too: love, friendship, generosity. The Wine Bible took me a long time to write - in some
ways I've spent most of my last twenty years on it. It takes so long not because it takes a long time to accumulate facts, but because it takes a long time to feel the place - culturally, historically, aesthetically. And so, on my mission to understand the wine regions of the world, I danced tango (terribly) with Argentine men to
try to understand malbec; drunk amaron while eating horsemeat (tradition) in Veneto; drank wine from hairy bags of goat quinoa in northern Greece (just like the ancient ones would); and was strapped in a dodgy way that lowers the bulkheads down into dangerously steep German vineyards (an experience that
momentarily convinces you that your life is over). I shared wine and cigars with bullfighters in Rioja; rode through the vineyards of Texas on horseback; eaten octopus and drunken asyrtico with Greek fishermen in Santorini (considered by some as the lost Atlantis); and took tiny shells of oysters from a number of
fossilized sea creatures that make up the lunar landscape of Chablis soil. I waltzed among the wine barrels with winemakers in Vienna; stomped the grapes with Portuguese harvest crews until my feet were purple, and worked for weeks with the Mexican harvest team in California, one of the hardest and most rewarding
experiences I've ever had. These encounters brought wine so vividly into my life that I eventually moved to the Napa Valley on the pure belief that life next to the vines would touch my heart in a way imaginable rather than. And so it is. --Karen MacNeil Announcing a completely revised and updated edition of The Wine
Bible, a perennial bestselling wine book lauded as the most informative and entertaining book I've ever seen on the subject (Danny Meyer), a guide that has all the answers (Bobby Flay), Astounding (Thomas Keller), and The Magnificent Masterpiece of Wine Writing (Kevin Rydey). As a live course from an expert teacher,
the Wine Bible grounds the reader deep in the basics while layering on informative sides, tips, funny anecdotes, definitions, glossaries, photos (all new for this edition), cards, labels, and recommended bottles. Karen McNeil's information comes directly through primary research; for this second edition, she tasted more
than 10,000 wines and visited dozens of wine regions around the world. New in the book are wines of China, Japan, Mexico and Slovenia. And through it the whole reader becomes more informed - and, thanks to the unique voice of the author, always entertained: In the great years of Petrus delightful, elegant and rich -
Ingrid Bergman in red satin. Or, describing Riesling: Laser Beam. Ice sheet. A large crack of lightning. Workman Publishing Company, IncorporatedA a comprehensive, modern guide to wine, free of elitism and pedantry. It's thoroughly scrutinized The work sets a new standard and makes wine more accessible and
convenient for users than ever before. --Anthony Dias Blue, Wine and Spirits Editor, Bon App'tit, Not everyone can remain interesting, witty, fascinating, knowledgeable and both literary and easy for 1000 pages. To do this you need Karen McNeil.... If you want to be (or sound) wine-savvy on a global scale, this book is a
must. - Pasta Magazine magazine
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